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                        (Received March 31, 1987)

   The electron density is the most important parameter for the performance of an MHD power
generator. The far-infrared laser has offered a powerful diagnostic tool for measuring this quantity.

However, the effect of neutral gases should be made clear to improve accuracy. In the present paper,
the variable wavelength far-infrared laser is used to solve this problem. In the electron density
measurement with a Michelson interferometer, the definite fringe shift due to neutral gases in the flame is

detected, and the effect of neutral gases, especially that of the rotational absqrption by water molecules

on the flame refractivity is quantitatively clarified, The measured electron density agrees very well

with theoretical calculations. ''

  1. Introduction

    To clarify various phenomena associated with an MHD power generator, it is necessary

to carry experiments with nonintrusive diagnostic methods. Especially, the electron densi-

ty of a seeded combustion plasma is an important parameter for an MHD generator perfor-
mance, and the experimental method to determine this accurately is needed to be developed.

This parameter has been measured by electrostatic probes or RF probes. However, these
intrusive probes inevitably disturb the flow field inside an MHD channel, and the obtained
values are thought to have large errors'). The nonintrusive diagnostic method with a far-
infrared (FIR) laser was proposed and tested.i'2) In this method, the electron density was

measured with the interferometry. In these works, the combustion plasma was obtained
from a channel or a burner, the scale of which was small compared with a commercial MHD
generation channel. These small scale experiments allowed using long wavelength lasers,
because the laser beam was not attenuated significantly when the optical distance of a beam

through a plasma was not long. For a large combustion plasma that will be encountered in
a commercial size generator, the long wavelength laser may not be applied because of its
large attenuation in the flame, and the short wavelength should be' used, However,'in the
interferometric measurement of an electron density, the use of a short wavelength may result

in the fringe shift caused by neutral gases in a flame, and this fringe shift may become com-

parable with or even larger than that due to electrons. Therefore, the effect of neutral
gases should be made clear before applying this method to large scale channels.

    The main purpose of the present research is to clarify this effect. Since this is ex-
pected to be dependent on laser wavelength, it is necessary to use the FIR laser with vari-
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able wavelength. The present experiment uses a methanol laser, which is pumped optically
by a C02 laser and is capable of lasing with wavelength of 118.8, 251.1 and 570.5#m. In

the electron density measurement with a Michelson interferometer, the definite fringe shift
due to neutral gases in the flame is detected, and the effect of neutral gases, especially that

of the rotational absorption by water molecules on the flame refractivity is quantitatively

clarified. The measured electron density agrees very well with theoretical calculations.

  2. Basic theory of FIR diagnostics

    A laser beam with a wavelength A is assumed to be transmitted through atmosphere.
When a plasma with thickness L is generated across a beam path, the phase difference A Åë

caused by this plasma is expressed as

    AÅë=2rr (iLta- ,Ltp) L/A (1)
where pt. and ptp are the refractive indices of air and plasma respectively. If the laser
beam is interfered with a reference beam which bypasses the plasma, the interference fringe

shift AN due to plasma is

    A.N=AÅë/2 rr =: (pta- #p) L/A (2)
An MHD plasma is composed of electrons, ions and neutral gases, and the refractive index
ptp of which is given as

    ptp -1= Kene+Kini+Kgng (3)
where K,, Ki and Kg are the specific refractivities and n,, ni and ng are the number densities

of electrons, ions and neutral gases respectively. The refractive index of air is

    pta'1 == Kana (4)
where K. and n. are the specific refractivity and the number density of air. Under a typi-
cal MHD plasma condition (n,==1020m-3, T==2500K), the FIR laser frequency is much higher

than the plasma frequency as well as the electron collision frequency for momentum
transfer. The specific refractivity of electrons K, is then expressed as3)

    Ke =-(e2/8 rr 2me Eoc2) A2 '(5)
where e is the electronic charge, m, the electron mass, eo the permittivity of free space and c

the speed of light in vacuum.

    Since n,=:ni =1020m-3, ng :102`mH3 and Ki'-vKg in an MHD plasma, the contribution of ions

to ptp is negligible, and the fringe shift per unit length of plasma is

    AN/L == (AIV) a/L - (AN) g/L - (AN) e/L

          =(Kan-a-Kgn-g-Ken-e)/A (6)
where rtj k' -- a, g, e) are the number densities averaged over a plasma length L. If the

condition (AN),>> [(AN).- (AN) ,] is satisfied, the value of AN/L depends only on
the laser wavelength and electron density. However, when the laser wavelength is short,
this condition may not be fulfilled. The detailed discussion on the validity of this condi-
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tion will be given in the later section of this paper.

  3. ' Experimental equipment

   Figure 1 is the schematic diagram of the experimental equipment.
Iized spray combustor is operated on KOH seeded kerosene-oxygen with
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                           Fig. 1 Experimental equipment.

                                   ''

30kW, and discharges the flame into the channel under atmospheric pressure. The chan-
nel defines the path length of the laser beam through the plasma, and has a rectangular cross
section of 20 Å~ 50 mm2 with an estimated flame velocity of about 20 m/s. To transmit the

laser beam along the wide dimension of the channel, the shorter side walls of the channel
have 20 Å~ 20 mm2 open holes at 20 mm downstream of the combustor exit. Since the main

purpose of the present experiments is to develop the FIR Iaser diagnostics, the magnetic
field is not applied. The combustor and the channel are made of metal, and no thermal in-

sulation material is used to avoid the absorption and reemission of seed materials on the

channel wall surface. This consideration makes it possible to measure accurately the
fringe shift caused by the neutral components in the unseeded flame. The far-infrared la-
ser is made of copper tube with 170 cm in length and 29 mm in internal diameter being filled
with 10Pa methanol vapor, and is pumped by the C02 laser (Apollo 570, 50 W). Several

wavelengths are obtained from this laser. The lines with wavelength of 118.8, 251.1 and
570.5 #m are strong among them, and the experimental results reported in, this paper are

obtained by these three lines. The intensity profiles of these lines are almost Gaussian in
shape with the diameter for the 1/e2 intensity of about 5 mm at the channel center.

    A Michelson interferometer is used to measure the electron density. The interfer-
ometer frame is made of glass ceramic to minimize the thermal expansion error, the linear ex-
pansion coefficient of which is very small and less than 1 Å~ 10-6 (1/K). The beam split-

ter is a O.05 mm thick Mylar film stretched over a brass frame to keep its surface flat when

it is exposed to the radiation from the flame. The fringe shift is measured with the
pyroelectric detector with a sensing area of 2 mm in diameter. Several polyethylene films

are placed both on the signal arm and in front of the detector to reduce the thermal noise
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from the flame. The detected signals are processed with the box-car integrator and the
low-pass filter, and then recorded with the X-Y plotter. With these arrangements, it is
possible to detect the displacement of the micrometer attached to the reference arm mirror

with errors less than Å} 2 ptm.

  4. Experimental results and discussion

    The experimental results of the fringe shift per unit length of plasma for the laser
wavelength of 118.8, 251.1 and 570.5 ptm are shown in Fig. 2, where K is the mass fraction
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                        Fig. 2 Fringe shifts vs. Iaser wavelength.

of potassium seed and the plasma length L/2 is taken as the channel width (5 cm). In the

measurement of the fringe shift at each wavelength, the readings of the micrometer attached

to the reference arm mirror were recorded at the position of five adjacent fringe minima and

were'averaged. This procedure was repeated at conditions with no flame and with flame
with the seeding' fraction K being varied from O to O.31wtO/o. The fringe shift was
obtained by the difference of these micrometer readings between two of the conditions.
The definite fringe shift is observed when the flame is turned on (no flame'.K=OwtO/o).

Since the seed deposited on the metal walls of the channel and combustor is cleaned at the

beginning of every experiment, the obtained fringe shift is caused purely by neutral gases.

This fringe shift has not been measured accurately so far, because this is usually small in

the laboratory scale MHD channels and the seed material is deposited on their walls. The
fringe shifts from the unseeded flame to the seeded flame are caused by electrons.

    We shall first describe the fringe shift due to neutral gases. As shown by solid cir-
cles in Fig. 2, this fringe shift is inversely proportional to laser wavelength. Since the
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density of neutral gases at each wavelength is constant under the present flame condition,

this means that the specific refractivity of neutral gases does not depend on laser
wavelength as indicated in Eq. (6). The flame refractivity (ptf'1) is given by the dif-
ference between the refractivity of atmosphere (pt.-1) and that corresponding to the meas-

ured fringe shift. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate pt. to obtain ptf. The following

semi-empirical equation for millimeter and submillimeter electromagnetic waves is consid-
ered to calculate ( pt.-1)`'5) .

                      Pa                               Pw    (#.-1) Å~106=103•5 T+86•26 T+ erot (7)
where T is the temperature (K), and P. and P. the partial pressures (mmHg) of dry air and

Water vapor respectively. The first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (7) comes from the

elastic polarization of dry air, and the second term from that of water vapor. The third
term denoted by e,.t is the contribution of the rotational absorption by water molecules,
and this is the only dispersive term. The value of e..t was calculated for each wavelength
of the present FIR laser by using line absorption data,`) and it was found that the variation

of (pt.-1) with wavelength was less than 100/o because of the low water vapor pressure in

the no flame condition (about 22 mmHg) . The refractivity of a flame calculated with
Eq. (7) and the experimental fringe shift of Fig. 2 is (35Å}25) Å~10-6.

    To estimate this result theoretically, Eq. (7) is extended to the high temperature flame

condition. The major components of the flame are C02, H20, 02 and N2, so that the first
term of Eq. (7) is decomposed into terms for 02 and N2, and also the C02 term is added.
Using the data of Essen and Froome6), Eq. (7) is rewritten as,

                      Po                               PN                                         Pw                                                  pc                                                     +erot (8)    (ptf- 1) Å~106=95.69 T +105.7 T +86.26 T +177.4 T

where Po, PN and pc are the partial pressures (mmHg) of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon diox-

ide respectively. To estimate (ptf-1) with Eq. (8), the flame temperature Twas meas-

ured by the line-reversal method and was found as T=2620K. The values of Po, PN, P.
and Pc were obtained by the calculation with the chemical equilibrium code for combustion')

for this measured temperature. Since the value of e..t in high temperature condition had
not been reported, this term was calculated for 570.5#m with the assumption of the rigid
asymmetrical top rotor model for a water molecule.5'8) The result is indicated in Fig. 3,

where e..t normalized by its value at T=300K is plotted as a function of T. As shown in
this figure, the value of e,.tidecreases rapidly with the increase in T, and e,.t/ erot (T=

300K)<O.Ol for T>2600K. While this calculation is for 570.5ptm, s..t should also be

small for the other wavelength because it contains Boltzmann factor and approaches zero
with the increase in T. Although p. is high in the present flame (about 260 mmHg),the
value of e..t is found negligibly small compared with the'  other terms in the right-hand side
of Eq. (8). Because that E,.t is the only dispersive term in Eq. (8),the value of (,ttf-1)

calculated by neglecting this term is independent of wavelength and 45 Å~ 10-6, which
agrees reasonably well with the present experiment. Hubner and Jones measured the re-
fractivity of the burner flame (T= 1400 N 1600K) with the single line HCN laser
(wavelength 337#m) .9' They tried to explain their experimental results with Eq. (7).

However, they used the value of e..t for T=300K and did not consider the variation of e..t
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with temperature. This resulted in the large discrepancy between theory and experiments,
and they suspected that Eq. (7) overestimated E,.t. As shown in Fig• 3, erot/e,.t (T==
300K) <O.03 for their experiments and the present analysis also gives a satisfactory ex-

planation to their results. To be added is the effect of the vibrational excitation of water

molecules on e,.t. The vibrational energies of the first and the second excitation levels
are O.19 and O.39eVabove the ground level respectively.iO) This means that a part of wa-

ter molecules may be vibrationally excited in the flame, and the rigid asymmetrical top rotor

model may no longer be applicable. However, to neglect this effect seems justifiable since,

as described above, the calculated refractivities agree well with experiments. Therefore,
when the FIR laser interferometry is used under MHD conditions, the present result sug-
gests that Eq. (8) can estimate the fringe shift due to neutral gases in the flame by neglect-

ing the e,.t term.

    Since the fringe shift due to neutral gases is made clear in the present experiments, that

for the seeded flame accurately determines the electron density. As shown in Fig. 2, the
measured electron density is independent of the laser wavelength and is 2.5Å~10i9m-3 for
K==O.09wtO/o, 3.6Å~10i9mM3 for K=O.17wt% and 4.4Å~10i9mM3 for K =O.31wt%.
    Figure 4 shows the electron density as a function of the seeding fraction. The solid
and broken lines are the electron density calculated with the chemical equilibrium code7)

with T as a parameter. According to the calculation, the adiabatic flame temperature was
2818K. The present results of the three laser wavelengths are found close to the theoreti-
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cal electron density for the temperature of 2620K, which is the measured temperature with

the line-reversal method. The broken line is the calculated flame temperature by taking
into account the heat loss in the combustor estimated from the measured temperature in-
crease of the cooling water. As shown in the figure, the experimental electron density is

somewhat higher than this calculated value. The electron densities were also calculated
from the seed atom density obtained with the potassium line-absorption methodii) by assum-

ing the Saha equilibrium. These are indicated by solid circles. These results agree very
well with those from the FIR technique.

   Since the electron density measured by the present FIR-method is averaged values along

the laser beam path in the channel, these may be affected by the boundary layers developed

along the channel walls. On the other hand, the temperature measured by the line-reversal

is based on the wing-reversal technique and is regarded as that in the core flow. This
means that the calculated electron density for T=2620K in Fig. 4 also corresponds to its

value in the core, and can be higher than the measured values. Therefore, the boundary
layer thickness was estimatedi2), and it was found that the effect of the boundary layer was

about 8% of the measured values. The electron density corrected for this effect results in

the better agreement with the theoretical calculations.

  5. Conclusions

   The methanol far-infrared laser with variable wavelength is constructed to measure the
electron density of the MHD plasma obtained from the combustion of KOH seeded kerosene-

oxygen. In the measurement with a Michelson interferometer, the fringe shift caused by
the neutral gases in the flame is obtained with high degree of accuracy, and it is shown that

this fringe shift can be explained quite well by extending the refractivity theory of standard

atmosphere to the high temperature flame condition. Especially, the effect of the rotational

absorption by water molecules on the refractivity is shown to be negligible under the flame

condition. Because the fringe shift due to neutral gases is made clear in the present ex-
periments, that for the seeded flame accurately determines the electron density. The meas-

ured electron density is found independent of the laser wavelength and agree very well with

the results obtained from the potassium line-reversal and absorption methods. It is also
shown that the measured electron density agrees with the calculated results for the tempera-

ture measured with the line-reversal method.
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